Introduction.
Let A and B be finite nontrivial groups and A wr B denote the wreath product of A by B. In [l] Baumslag showed that A wr B is nilpotent if and only if A and B are botĥ -groups for the same prime p. In [2] Durbin proved that A wr P is supersolvable if and only if (i) A is nilpotent,
(ii) either P is abelian or B' is a nontrivial />-group with A â -group for the same prime p, and (iii) for each prime q dividing | A \, q^l (mod m), where m is the exponent of B/Q, Q being the Sylow <7-subgroup of B.
Since both the properties nilpotency and supersolvability are examples of that class of group theoretical properties called locally defined formations [3] , it is natural to ask more generally for a characterization of those groups A and B such that their wreath product lies in an arbitrary locally defined formation.
The main result of this paper is Ii U is a set of primes then Ou(G) = the biggest normal P-subgroup of G.
We will write Op(G) for 0\P\(G) whenever p is a prime and p' will denote the set of primes distinct from p. Proof. 0p>(G) is trivially ^-nilpotent since it is p-iree and is a normal subgroup so 0P'(G)C. Fp(G) and in fact since FP(G)=PP* and P* is a characteristic subgroup we have P* = Gy(G). Thus
hence is a p-gronp and is normal in G/Op>(G) so
If the containment were proper then the complete pre-image of Op[G/Op-(G)\ would be a p-nilpotent normal subgroup of G which properly contains FP(G). 
